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The Ares Initiative was founded by a society of like minded individuals who believe in the ultimate goal of
eugenics for the human race. While the process of genetic cleansing remains a controversial topic
throughout our modern century the Ares Initiative has taken it to dangerous and radical levels. The
initiative is splintered into cells each independent of the main body and tasked with very specific
objectives including but not limited to: Infiltration, assassination, biological weapon development, public
weapon testing, political scandals , war profiteering, industrial espionage and cyber crimes. While very
little information on the organisations that comprise Ares actually exist it is apparent that their ultimate
goal of solar domination and genetic cleansing remains a real threat. Instead of claiming responsibility
for acts of terrorism they tend to shift the blame to whatever patsy-organization or straw men suit their
purpose. Preferring to operate behind the scenes the initiative remains anonymous and capable of
pursuing its agenda to the most extreme levels of operation. The Initiative through the means of
exploitation, blackmail or brainwashing finds agents willing to lay down their lives in service of their
cause. 

Infiltration is a key role in their ability to operate anonymously. Choosing to either create clones of an
individual with the purpose of replacing a key figure with one programmed or cyber hacking them for
their own purposes, they excel at obtaining information. This ability to operate under the guise of
legitimate figures have allowed them to amass the means, funds and information to tactically attack,
sensitive areas of the corporate infrastructures abroad and have been engineering the weapons to do
so. It is further speculated that the current endeavors of the initiative is to sterilize the entire human
population throughout the solar system by means of genetically engineered biological weaponry or
weaponized nanites. Both being highly illegal on earth and throughout the system. 

There are indications that the bulk of the organization may be genetically engineered themselves.
Perhaps remnants of a once prosperous branch of a genetics company when cut off from the main body,
acted to reorganize themselves and address the final human question. Recruiting individuals to their
cause with the promise of longevity and continuation after their ultimate agenda has come to fruition.
The prospect of inheriting the wealth and technology left behind by the human race must weight into
social circles decisions to remain loyal to the initiatives cause. These loyalist may be promised a form of
immunity to the cleansing process or fanatical enough to see it through regardless of their own personal
safety.
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